


NEXT GENERATION PROTECTION
COATINGS | PAINT PROTECTION FILM WINDOW FILM

Mayvinci is a top of the range product line of protective ceramic glass coatings and films. 

This new generation of protection has been developed specifically to provide cars, motorcycles, 

yachts and jets with exceptional protection.

Our products are developed in partnership with the best engineers, paint specialists

 paint correctors (Detailers) and master films installers by bringing them together,

we have managed to achieve the best possible results in terms of protection durability and shine.

Many respected installers and Detailers are now affiliated with Mayvinci after a rigorous

vetting process after being convinced by the exceptional results we deliver worldwide.

 

Read on and get to know our products.

Your Mayvinci specialist will be pleased to provide you with free advice, fully tailored to your needs.



MAYVINCI ORACLE

Pro choice •ORACLE. The triphasic structure of the Oracle has a thermoset phase with superior 

strength and performs major mechanical and structural function. A "self-healing” phase of 

ultra-fine healing agent (nano scale) is embedded in the components like a matrix to repair the 

surface and restore its mechanical and structural integrity after being damaged.

The separated morphology is achieved through periodic detachment via a reaction process. Unlike 

current coatings that claims " Self-healing " that simply work off a reflow effect and the same spot 

if damaged cannot be repaired twice and often lack performance as the induced resin dries up. The 

Oracle can be healed with hot water and or heat, Oracle Self-healing coating guarantees a 5-year 

performance.

GLOSS CONTACT ANGLE LIFETIME THICKNESS REPELLENT

11020 - 98 GU
60 - 105 GU

COATING INDICATOR



MAYVINCI AYANMO

Ayanmo is a permanent glass ceramic coating that offers protection against external influences.

By insulating the surface from the air, it inhibits the process of oxidation,

counteracting loss of shine and dullness.

The molecular morphology gives the coating its hardness, scratch-resistant

properties and elasticity, resulting in a major aesthetic advantage that leaves

the competition far behind.

Thanks to a unique component of the Ayanmo product, the coating is effective at a lower surface 

energy which means that oil, water, and dust (environmental dirt) are repelled.

This exceptional coating is characterized by a superb deep shine and sparkling effect. 

Using accurate optical measuring equipment, Ayanmo displays 92 GU (Gloss Units) at an angle

of 20 degrees and 97 GU at an angle of 60 degrees, the highest reading for a nanoceramic glass 

coating to date. The adhesion of dirt is significantly reduced and your vehicle will stay clean longer.

Mayvinci Ayanmo can only be applied by our specialist Mayvinci detailing partners.

GLOSS CONTACT ANGLE LIFETIME THICKNESS REPELLENT

11020 - 98 GU
60 - 105 GU

COATING INDICATOR



MAYVINCI C16

This coating represents a breakthrough in ceramic SiO2 chemistry that will give your car optimum 

protection against external influences. C16 provides painted surfaces with a matrix membrane that 

bonds firmly to the base layer.

As a result, water and dirt will barely adhere. The clarity of C16 represents a huge boost in terms of 

shine and protection for your vehicle. The product makes washing and cleaning much easier and 

quicker.

Mayvinci C16 can only be applied by our specialist Mayvinci detailing partners.

GLOSS CONTACT ANGLE LIFETIME THICKNESS REPELLENT

10520 - 89 GU
60 - 94 GU

COATING INDICATOR



MAYVINCI MK4

MK4 consists of SiO2-bonded nanoparticles and is chemically inert.

The nano coating makes the car's paintwork more durable and resistant to

the impact of chemicals, all kinds of weather conditions, UV, moisture and grime,

and provides greater scratch-resistance than most clear coatings. 

This coating is characterized by maximum wax-like shine and a sparkling effect.

10520 - 83 GU
60 - 87 GU

GLOSS CONTACT ANGLE LIFETIME THICKNESS REPELLENT

COATING INDICATOR



COATING INDICATOR

Glass view offers exceptional durability improving visibility with no smearing. 

It is highly repellent making it safer to drive during wet and raining conditions.

It offers effortless cleaning of automotive glass. While ensuring undiminished 

performance for up to 18 months.

CLARITY

105

CONTACT ANGLE LIFETIME THICKNESS REPELLENT

MAYVINCI GLASS VIEW



PRODUCT INDICATOR

Fabric shield offers a unique protection on interior surfaces guarding 

against liquid spills. 

The hydrophobic properties gives a guaranteed performance and act as 

a shielded element against penetration. 

To efficiently save on time, the  continuous spray bottle aids in dispersing 

the product evenly.

When spill occurs, it is easy to clean. A microfiber cloth or even a paper 

towel can be simply used to wipe the spill safely and effectively.

MAYVINCI FABRIC SHIELD

110

CONTACT ANGLE REPELLENTLIFETIME

4 months





100%1 year 3 - 4 μm10520 - 85 GU
60 - 89 GU

Wheel Guard provides a unique bond with automotive wheels.

Thanks to a breakthrough in the combination of organic and inorganic SiO2,

the coating is capable of repelling dust and road grime.

The product is resistant to very high temperatures, reducing dirt and grind caused

by brake dust and giving your rims optimum protection.

The dirt-repellent effect also means they are easy to clean.

Wheel Guard is the most advanced rim coating on the market and an absolute must

in order to protect and maintain your precious wheels.

Mayvinci Wheel Guard can only be applied by our specialist Mayvinci detailing partners.

MAYVINCI WHEEL GUARD

COATING INDICATOR

CLARITY CONTACT ANGLE LIFETIME THICKNESS REPELLENT



20 - 87 GU
60 - 93 GU

Overcoat is a temporary coating that provides a microscopic, ceramic-like 

matrix of SiO2 protection to repel oxidizing elements and at the same time 

seal in the deep gloss shine of the Mayvinci coating.

The overcoat is applied in order to protect the newly applied

base coat until it is completely cured.

This product can be used in combination with all Mayvinci coatings.

COATING INDICATOR

MAYVINCI OVERCOAT

CLARITY LIFETIME REPELLENT



MAINTAIN YOUR COATING

Mayvinci offers a set of after care products developed for the maintenance of the surfaces treated with the 

mayvinci coatings, they have been carefully engineered to work in a synergistic way while prolonging the 

lifetime and rejuvenating the gloss the coatings provide.

SHAMPOO
This effective cleaning shampoo is based on the latest wax infused technology. The product causes the 

ceramic molecules to adhere to the paintwork and give it an extra protective layer. This shampoo has 

excellent cleaning properties and adds an extra layer to the existing coating or wax layer.

GLASS CLEANER
This ready-to-use product provides a fast and powerful cleaning action without leaving streaks or spots on 

the glass. The advanced formula delivers the clearest possible finish.

CERAMIC DETAILER 
The ultimate detailing spray which adheres to the surface of the vehicle with a fantastic shine and excellent 

durability. The unique formula adds an extra layer of ceramic sealant protection to the existing coating, 

cleans the paint work while extending the life of your coating or lacquer.

OVERCOAT
Mayvinci coatings continue to work for years, but the water-repellent effect can diminish over time. By 

applying overcoat which contains SiO2 components, their effectiveness is restored and you also give your car 

a real wet look. It is recommended that you reapply overcoat to your coating every three months.

WHEEL CLEANER
A fast-acting and safe cleaner. Can be used to remove brake dust and other contaminants. This product 

contains no harmful acids and has been thoroughly tested. For use on rims with or without Wheel Guard.

MAYVINCI maintenance products have been
specif ical l y developed to keep al l  Mayvinci coatings in per fect condit ion. . 



MAYVINCI BODY ARMOR

The best form of protection is our paint protection film. This self-adhesive film has been developed to

protect your painted surfaces almost invisibly against stone chips, dirt, scratches, swirls, light damage,

UV, bird droppings, tree sap and other external influences.

Body Armor has self-healing and self-cleaning properties. Scratches to the film disappear 

naturally through the action of sun, heat or hot water.

Whether you choose to protect your entire vehicle or only the impact zones, 

combine Body Armor with the our coatings for optimum protection.

Available in matt and high gloss.

PPF INDICATOR

SELFHEALING

GLOSS

LIFETIME

THICKNESS

REPELLENT



TINT YOUR WINDOW

MAYVINCI SUN BLOCK

A premium tinted film. By building up the product from multiple layers, we have 

been able to combine various outstanding properties in an optimum product.

Tinting your car windows with our window films offers more than just a great look.

Heat reduction for optimum comfort, up to 99% UV filtering to protect your interior 

and prevent damage to your skin. More privacy and a preventive and reduce the risk 

of break-ins. Our film is also highly scratch-resistant and has extremely high 

transparency.

We have developed various gradations, which means our range includes an appro-

priate look for every customer requirement.

MAYVINCI GLASS SHIELD / WINDOW GUARD SECURE

If you prefer not to have tinted windshields but you do want protection, we also 

have an ultra-transparent film with excellent properties.

This material has been designed to make it harder for thieves to break windows

 and to hold the glass together in the event of an accident and so reduce 

the risk of injury.



YOUR MAYVINCI SPECIALIST

You have now had the chance view our products, which represent years of develop-

ment. In partnership with leading specialists, we have succeeded in creating premi-

um products in order to protect your vehicle and make it look amazing. 

In order to ensure that the products are handled correctly, we have selected the 

best firms for you worldwide to assure the highest quality right up to the final step.

Your Mayvinci specialist will be pleased to assist you with a treatment plan that fully 

matches your needs.




